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Abstract—Water flow management is one of the most important
parts of river engineering. Non-uniformity distribution of rainfall and
various flow demand with unreasonable flow management will be
caused destroyed of river ecosystem. Then, it is very serious to
determine ecosystem flow requirement. In this paper, Flow duration
curve indices method which has hydrological based was used to
evaluate environmental flow in Gharasou River, Ardabil, Iran. Using
flow duration curve, Q90 and Q95 for different return periods were
calculated. Their magnitude were determined as 1-day, 3-day, 7-day
and 30 day. According the second method, hydraulic alteration
indices often had low and medium range. In order to maintain river at
an acceptable ecological condition, minimum daily discharge of
index Q95 is 0.7 m3.s-1.

Keywords—Ardabil, Environmental flow, Flow Duration Curve,
Gharasou River.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE construction of dams and subsequent downstream
changes to both flow and sediment regime is one of the
most profound anthropogenic impacts upon river ecology.
Changes to the hydrologic regime include a decrease in flow
volume, decrease in the magnitude, frequency and duration of
flood discharges, a reduction and/or attenuation in seasonality
of flows and change in the variability and predictability of
flows [1]. Goals of inflow management extend from
preservation of the extant aquatic system to its enhancement,
and occasionally include restoration of the ecosystem that
existed prior to human impacts. Such management goals
require a means of determining the requisite environmental
flows, based upon stream hydrology and the responses of
aquatic organisms to their hydrological environment.
Worldwide, an imposing literature has developed addressing
various aspects of the technical problem of establishing a
cause-and-effect connection of specific classes of organisms to
specific characteristics of the hydrology of a stream [2]-[5].
The methods of environmental flow assessment are
categorized in four groups which hydrological (desktop
estimates) group is one of them. There are numerous
methodologies in hydrological group as: Rapid Reserve
Determination, Flow Duration Curves percentiles (FDCs),
Range of Variability approach (RVA), VHI, BWE, Ecotypebased Modified Tennant Method [3]. One of the common
hydrological methods is Flow Duration Curve (FDC) which is
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a convenient way of presenting hydrological frequency
characteristics of a river flow. FDCs are widely used in
hydrological practice. Vogel and Fennessey refer to several
early studies related to the theory and application of FDC [6].
Searcy was possibly the first to summarize a number of FDC
applications including the analysis of catchment geology on
low flow, hydropower and stream water quality studies [7].
Male and Ogawa advocated the use of FDCs in the evaluation
of the trade-offs among various characteristics involved in
determination of the capacity of waste-water treatment plants
including flow, flow duration, water quality requirements and
costs [8]. Alaouze developed the procedures based on FDC,
for estimation of optimal release schedule from reservoirs,
where each release has a unique reliability [9], [10]. Estes and
Osborn illustrated the use of FDC for the assessment of river
habitats in estimation of instream flow requirements [9].
Hughes et al. developed an operating rule model which is
based on FDCs and is designed to convert the original
tabulated values of estimated ecological instream flow
requirements for each calendar month into a time series of
daily reservoir releases [11]. A review of numerous possible
applications of FDCs in engineering practice, water resources
management and water quality management is given by Vogel
and Fennessey [12]. According to the lockage of related
information, four above mentioned hydrological methods were
used to evaluate environmental flow in Gharasou River,
Ardabil, Iran (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Gharasou catchment and Samian hydrometric station

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Flow Duration Curve Indices Method
Flow duration curve is a graphical presentation of river
discharge from low flows to flood events. On the other hand, it
shows the relationship between magnitude and frequency of
flow discharges. Various indices may be extracted from FDC.
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Thhe flows withhin the range of 70-99% time
t
exceedennce are
ussually most widely
w
used aas design low
w flows. Desiign low
floow range of FDC
F
is in the 70% to 99% range
r
or the value
v
of
prrobability of exceedance corresponding
c
to the Q70 to Q99
raange. Accordinng to Table I, Q95 and Q990 flow indicees have
beeen used globbally by reseaarchers for various cases. In this
m
method,
FDC iss developed fo
for various retuurn periods ussing the
chharacteristics of distributioon of probability plots of stream,
caalculated by the
t Weibull pplotting formuula, at suitabble time
inntervals from 0 to 100 perceent on the timee axis. The folllowing
steps are considdered for this aapproach:
1. After consttruction of an FDC for eachh year, read vaalues of
daily dischharge at every 5% probabilitty of exceedannce.
f
each yeaar discharge versus
2. Make separate table for
probabilityy of exceedancce.
i ascending order and reaad from
3. Rank dischharge values in
each flow duration
d
curvee of a given N year term.
t plotting poosition with thhe following Weibull
W
4. Calculate the
plotting foormula, select the type proobability papeer to be
used, and plot
p the data oon the probabillity paper:
P=

m
×100
N+1
N

intervals annd draw a sm
mooth FDC off return periood of 1
year, 2 yearr, 5 year, 10 yyear, 20 year, and
a 50 year.
TA
ABLE I
APPLICATION OF Q90
Q AND Q95 FLO
OW INDICES TO ASSESS ENVIRONM
MENTAL
FLOW
Index
Appliccation
Reesearchers
Commonly ussed low flow indeex or indicator off extreme low
[3]
flow conditionns
Minimum flow
w to protect the riiver
[5]
Minimum monthly condition ffor point dischargges
[3]
Q95 Licensing of surface
s
water extrractions and efflu
uent
[3]
discharge limiits assessment
Biological inddex for mean monnthly flow
[3]
Used to mainttain the natural monthly
m
seasonal variation
v
[44]
used to optimiize environmentaal flow rules
Commonly ussed low flow indeex
[5], [6]
Monthly valuee provides stable and average flow
w conditions [3], [6]
Monthly valuee gives minimum
m flow for aquaticc habitat
[3]
Used to exam
mine discharge-durration patterns off small
[7]
Q90 streams
managers of critical stream
Threshold for warning water m
[7]
flow levels
miting stream flow
w conditions, and is used as a
Describes lim
[8]
conservative estimator
e
of meann base flow

III. RESULTSS AND DISCUSSION
where P is the probability off all events leess than or equ
w
ual to a
giiven dischargee value, m is the
t rank of thhe event, and N is the
nuumber of even
nts in the recorrd.
5. Visually fitt a straight linne through the estimated vallues.
e
get the dischargee value
6. Using a sttraight line equation,
down from
m the best fitt line for thee chosen probbability
value for various
v
return periods (1 year, 2 year, 5 year,
y
10
year, 20 yeear, 50 year annd 100 year).
7. Repeat stepps 3 to 6 at suuitable time inttervals from 0 to 100
percent of the time axiss (in the preseent case it is taken
t
at
every 5%)..
d
values read at suitable
s
8. Plot probaability daily discharge

Daily flow discharges
d
werre used to develop flow duuration
cuurve and to generate flow requirementss in Samian station.
s
Figgs. 2-5 show
w the results of FDC indiices method. Using
Weibul plottingg formula, noo results weree obtained foor flow
inddex Q95 for 30-day
3
and flow indices Q90
Q and Q95 for
f 90daay. In these figures, lineaar trendline has
h had acceeptable
correlation coeffficient. As it clear, good agreement haas been
occurred in low
w return periods u to 5 years.
y
On thee other
woords, these reelations can estimate envvironmental flow
fl
in
meean situation of river. Acccording to fittting curve eqquation,
thee magnitudes of the low flow indices for different return
periods are presented in Tablee II.

Fig. 2 Retturn period vs. flow
f
indices Q995 and Q90 for daily dischargee
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Fig. 3 Retuurn period vs. flow
f
indices Q995 and Q90 for 3-day dischargee

Fig. 4 Retuurn period vs. flow
f
indices Q995 and Q90 for 7-day dischargee

off environmenttal flow were calculated. Results
R
showeed that
dirrect relation between
b
returnn period and environmentaal flow
disscharge. Acco
ording to Tablle II, minimum
m daily dischaarge to
preevent negativee environmenttal issues is 0..7 cms.
TA
ABLE II
THE RESULTS OF THE
T
FDC INDICESS METHOD TO ASSESS
S
ENVIRONMENTAL
FLOW FOR SAMIAN STATION
N
Return Perio
od
2
5
10
25
50
100
0
Q9
90 0.77 2.133 4.40 11.23
3 22.61 45.3
35
1-day
Q9
95 0.70 2.000 4.00 10.00
0 20.30 40.7
70
Q9
90 0.44 1.777 4.00 10.6
21.6
43.7
75
3-day
Q9
95 0.33 1.577 3.6
9.83
20.14 40.8
8
90 0.65 2.000 4.41 11.45
5 23.2
46.7
7
Q9
7-day
Q9
95 0.35 1.600 3.68 9.93
20.34 41.1
15
30-day Q9
90 0.35 1.500 3.44 9.23
18.90 38.1
15

Fig. 5 Returnn period vs. flow
w index Q90 foor 30-day dischaarge

IV. CONCLUSION
In this paperr, flow duratioon curve indices have been applied
o calculate en
nvironmental flow in Ghaarasu River, Samian
to
station, Ardabiil, Iran. Q900 and Q95 with
w
differentt return
wo indices wh
hich are used
d widely to evaluate
e
peeriods are tw
en
nvironmental flow. Based on these indiices, differentt values
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